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Abstract
1. There are few available tools to comprehensively and economically identify un-
characterized flanking regions that are not extremely labour intensive and which 
exploit the advantages of emerging long-read sequencing platforms.
2. We describe SIP; a sonication-based inverse PCR high-throughput sequencing 
strategy to investigate uncharacterized flanking region sequences, including those 
flanking mobile DNA. SIP combines unbiased fragmentation by sonication and tar-
get enrichment by coupling outward facing PCR priming with long-read sequenc-
ing technologies.
3. We demonstrate the effectiveness of SIP by determining retroviral integrations 
which are high copy and challenging to characterize. We further describe SIP's 
workflow, examine retroviral (proviral) enrichment and characterize viral struc-
tural variants identified. When SIP was coupled with long-read sequencing using 
the PacBio RS II platform, proviral integration was extensively characterized at 
high sequence depth per integration. By interrogating the sequence data, we were 
also able to test several intrinsic factors including SIP's propensity to form chi-
meric sequences and adapter ligation efficiencies.
4. SIP is an adaption of a traditional molecular biology technique that can be used to 
characterize any unknown genomic flanking sequence or to extend any sequence 
for which only minimal sequence information is available. SIP can be applied 
broadly to study complex biological systems such as mobile genetic elements with 
high throughput.
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1  | INTRODUC TION
There are relatively few molecular methodologies for identifying se-
quences flanking a known sequence that have been adapted to cur-
rent genomic sequencing approaches. Presently, various PCR-based 
strategies including linear amplification-mediated PCR (LAM-PCR; 
Schmidt et al., 2002, 2007), ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR) and 
splinkerette PCR (Devon et al., 1995) are the most exploited meth-
ods used. All three methods require the digestion of genomic DNA 
(gDNA) with a restriction endonuclease, the ligation of a linker cas-
sette or adapter(s) and the amplification via primers that anneal to 
conserved regions of a known sequence and the ligated adapter(s). 
However, their reliance on restriction enzymes limits exhaustive 
characterization of flanking sites, particularly for repetitive or multi-
copy sequences, as they are dependent on the presence of specific 
recognition motifs that are unevenly distributed across the genome. 
A variant of LAM-PCR with increased sensitivity that circumvents 
the use of restriction enzymes (nrLAM-PCR; Gabriel et al., 2009) 
showed increased efficiency as compared to its predecessor and 
is currently one of the most robust approaches in use for flanking 
site retrieval, for example, for multi-copy integrated retroviruses 
(Giordano et al., 2015). However, given that it is based on standard 
PCR, it is limited to targeting one flanking site (5′ or 3′) at a time.
Mobile genetic elements, for example, retroelements, trans-
posons and plasmids, represent classes of sequence, where defining 
flanking regions can be particularly difficult. While these elements 
share in their ability to change or increase the number of positions 
across a genome, they are classified by the chromosomal integration 
mechanisms employed to do so. The process of transposition is in all 
instances mutagenic, as the integration sites represent a permanent 
alteration of the host DNA within a cell. However, the extent and 
impact of these mobile elements on genome evolution, function and 
disease potential vary significantly across taxa and transposon class 
and remain subjects of ongoing investigation. The ability to charac-
terize integration sites from mobile elements across a host genome is 
fundamental in their study, including determining their integration site 
preferences. Nevertheless, identifying integration sites comprehen-
sively is generally challenging, as one must identify similar sequences 
integrated into hundreds to thousands of genomic locations. Shotgun 
sequencing approaches are feasible but are expensive, not amena-
ble to large numbers of individuals and bioinformatically challenging 
when no prior enrichment for specific targets is applied.
Inverse PCR (Ochman et al., 1988) is a variant of PCR that has histor-
ically been used to obtain flanking sequences (Nowrouzi et al., 2006; 
Silver & Keerikatte, 1989). Its premise requires the fragmentation of 
genomic DNA (gDNA) followed by the intra-molecular circularization 
of DNA fragments. Inverted PCR primers designed end to end on con-
served regions of a DNA sequence, such as retroviral long terminal 
repeats (LTR), are then used for targeted amplification of unknown 
flanking regions. Since its development, inverse PCR has fallen out of 
contemporary use. However, an adaptation of the method holds sev-
eral benefits in characterizing unknown flanking regions, particularly 
when coupled with long-read high-throughput sequencing platforms 
that offer improvements in characterizing genetic variation that is 
highly repetitive and complex in nature. We describe SIP—a sonica-
tion-based inverse PCR strategy, coupled with Pacific Biosciences 
PacBio RS II platform. We evaluated SIP as a tool for comprehensive 
flanking sequence retrieval in a high copy integration model using the 
endogenizing koala retrovirus (KoRV) as an example. In this context, 
we (a) employed sonication to randomly fragment DNA and avoid the 
use of biased-cutting restriction enzymes, (b) we tested and demon-
strated adapter ligation deficiencies across DNA ligation experiments 
including those used in the generation of blunt end high-throughput 
sequencing DNA libraries and (c) we used SIP to characterize proviral 
integration sites from sequences of up to 10 kb in length. The molec-
ular technique and analytical pipeline proposed can be used to obtain 
any unknown sequence information flanking a known sequence and is 
therefore not limited to integration site analysis from mobile genetic 
elements. SIP will therefore have broad applications from clinical set-
tings to molecular evolutionary analysis (Table 1).
2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS
The SIP protocol in this study employed five primary steps: (1) DNA 
was extracted, randomly fragmented and end repaired, (2) the end 
repaired DNA was then divided into two groups. One group had an 
adapter ligated before circularization (Adapter Ligation Group), while 
the other did not (Non-Adapter Ligation Group), (3) the two groups 
were circularized into closed circles, (4) long terminal repeat (LTR) and 
polymerase gene (pol) primed long fragment PCR was performed on 
the closed circles, (5) the resulting KoRV integration-enriched PCR 
products were built into PacBio DNA libraries, sequenced and ana-
lysed. All quality control tests across the five steps above to deter-
mine DNA concentration and DNA size distribution were performed 
using the Qubit Fluorometer (High Sensitivity chemistry) as well as the 
2200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies) using gDNA ScreenTapes.
1. DNA extraction, fragmentation and end repair
Genomic DNA was extracted using a standard silica-based tis-
sue extraction kit, the QIAamp DNA Minikit (Qiagen). Products 
were fragmented using a Covaris ultrasonicator, which produced an 
average DNA fragment size of 2–7 kb in length. Sheared DNA was 
subsequently blunt-end repaired using the Fast DNA End Repair kit 
(Thermo Scientific) in triplicate.
2. Adapter ligation
Two complementary oligos were synthesized for adapter con-
struction (Table S1). Each oligo contained a 5′-phosphate to facilitate 
subsequent blunt-end ligation. The oligos were annealed together 
by following the Illumina sequencing adapter preparation procedure 
(Meyer & Kircher, 2010). The Adapter Ligation Group was set up 
using a T4 DNA Ligase kit (5 U/µl; EL0014; Thermo Scientific) with 
5 µl of T4 DNA ligase buffer (10X), 5 µl of 50% PEG 4000 solution, 
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TA B L E  1   Clinical, taxonomic and alternative applications of SIP
Application Description Published studies
Health and disease
Transposable elements The simultaneous characterisation of transposable elements (e.g. integrating viruses) 
and their integration sites across multiple genomic locations
Löber et al. (2018)
Viral characterization Characterisation of divergent viruses from conserved regions when limited reference 
data is available. This can be used to characterise both large DNA viruses (e.g. 
herpes) as well as RNA viruses through initial cDNA synthesis that are in low titre. 
This is particularly relevant from a viral metagenomic context when contaminating 
host DNA exceeds viral nucleic acids, making shotgun sequencing cost prohibitive
Geldenhuys et al. (2018)
Insertional mutagenesis The identification of host gene disruption and oncogenesis Ranzani et al. (2013)
Gene therapy Viral vector integration used across gene therapy trials and gene editing technologies 
(e.g. CRISPR-Cas9) used to add, alter or remove genome sequences can be studied. 
Similarily aberrant integrations or edits across the genome and their precise 
locations can be determined
Hanlon et al. (2019)
Chromosomal 
rearrangements
Malignancies such as tumours and cancer can result in gene or chromsomal 
rearrangements
Merker et al. (2018)
Microorganism strain level 
detection and antibiotic 
resistance
Detection of specific microbes of interest from conserved genomic regions of a 
certain species or genus. Long reads might enable strain level detection. Targeting 
antibiotic resistance genes coupled with long-read sequencing is of relevance as  
well
Kim et al. (2016)
Non-invasive disease 
dignostics
Identification of rare mutations from circulating free DNA in liquid biopsies (e.g. blood 
and pre-natal fluid) for genetic testing of disease. For example cancer, infection, 
hereditary disorders and transplant rejection
Bronkhorst et al. (2019)
Antibody discovery and 
engineering
Selection of phage/yeast display. Simultaneous resolution of multiple variable regions 
(VH/VL)
Ferrara et al. (2018)
Taxonomic classification
Gene duplications or 
repetitive regions
Multiple copies of genes (e.g. gene duplications) or long repetitive regions such 
as tandem repeats could be studied. E.g. Many immune genes such as the Major 
Histocompatability Complex (MHC), which are generally challenging to classify 
using standard PCR, Sanger sequencing and short read high-throughput sequencing 
platforms due to their inherent nature (e.g. inwards facing primers) and limited read 




Gene rearrangements Gene re-arrangements across mitochondrial and nuclear genomes in non-model 
organisms could be investigated. This is particularly relevant when there is limited 
sequence information available across genera and/or families and an uncharacterised 
target species doesn't follow conventional annotation to available reference data. 
Examples of gene rearrangments have been identified across numerous wildlife 
lineages
Chen et al. (2018)
Resequencing Resequencing of parts of the genome that have been assembled with short read 
sequencers. Or to verify gaps across assmeblies due to low sequencing depth
Chaisson et al. (2015)
Environmental DNA An alternative approach to sequence capture and metabarcoding for the detection of 
specific species across environmental samples
Seeber et al. (2019)
Population genetics A comparable approach to a technique that targets transposable elements for 
genome wide SNP discovery and population genetics




Testing of molecular biology procedures. E.g. In this study, this method was used to 
determine ligation efficiency of blunt-end adapters
This study—Alquezar-
Planas et al. (2020)
Functional studies —
Promotor, enhancer 
detection, gene discovery 
and RNA expression
Upstream and downstream flanking regions of a target gene could be studied to 
identify or detect promotors and enhancers of that gene. Additionally, genes with 
unknown function within a flanking region could be investigated. Splice variants of 
relevant genes could also be examined through a targeted approach. This is relevant 
when the target is an expressed exon and additional exons are incorporated in the 
transcripts. This would be difficult to achieve using short-read squencers as the 
various transcripts produced will all map to the same exons. SIP would be useful in 
studying expression at low titres
Symmons and 
Spitz (2013)
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1 µl of adapter (50 µM), 2.5 µl of T4 DNA ligase and 36.5 µl of blunt-
ended DNA in a 50-µl total volume. Ligation was performed in a 
thermal cycler at 22°C for 60 min, followed by enzyme inactiva-
tion at 65°C for 10 min. Ligation products were purified using the 
Agencourt AMPure XP PCR Purification system (Beckman Coulter 
GmbH). DNA size among the purified products from the Adapter 
Ligation Group showed a similar size distribution to the blunt-ended 
DNA from the Non-Adapter Ligation Group (Figure S1).
3. Circularization of fragmented DNA into closed circles
To find the optimal ligation conditions for subsequent inverse PCR, 
we performed a series of nine ligations using a gradient of (total) input 
blunt-ended DNA as previously described (Löber et al., 2018). Ligation 
reactions for both the Adapter Ligation Group and the Non-Adapter 
Ligation Group were set up using a commercially available T4 DNA 
Ligase kit (5 U/µl; Thermo Scientific). Ligation was performed in a ther-
mal cycler at 16°C for 16 hr followed by enzyme inactivation at 70°C 
for 5 min. A non-template circularization control (control 1) was run 
simultaneously for each gradient. All ligations for both groups and con-
trol 1 were performed in triplicate and subsequently pooled.
4. Inverse PCR
Inverse PCR was performed as previously described (Löber 
et al., 2018). Briefly, KoRV proviral genomes were downloaded 
from GenBank (accessions: KF786280, gen, KF786282, KF786283, 
KF786284, KF786285, KF786286, AB721500, KC779547) and 
aligned using the MAFFT plug-in in Geneious (v7.1.7) using default 
settings. Inverse primers were designed to conserved regions on 
the KoRV LTR and to the middle of the polymerase gene (pol) using 
Primer3Plus software (Untergasser et al., 2012; Table S1). PCR was 
done using MyFi Mix (Bioline GmbH). A non-template PCR control 
(control 2) and a linear control of fragmented blunt-ended genomic 
koala DNA were included (control 3). A 40-ng input DNA (conc. 
0.8 ng/µl in circularization) for both the Adapter Ligation Group and 
the Non-Adapter Ligation Group were chosen as the optimal cir-
cularization product-based TapeStation quantitation within the (a) 
600–700 bp and (b) 2–7 kb range.
5. PacBio library preparation, sequencing and data curation
Two pools of PCR products, consisting of either the Adapter 
Ligation Group or the Non-Adapter Ligation Group, were submit-
ted to the Max Delbrück Center for PacBio library construction and 
sequencing. Both PCR product pools were purified using AMPure 
XP beads (Beckman Coulter), first at a concentration of 0.4X fol-
lowed by a subsequent purification of the supernatant at 0.6X as 
previously described (Löber et al., 2018). The resulting four samples 
from these purifications were then prepared as sequencing libraries 
using the PacBio (Pacific Biosciences) 5-kb template prep protocol 
and the SMRTbell™ Template Prep Kit 1.0 following the manufac-
turer's guidelines. The libraries were estimated at an average length 
of 1,600 bp and 3,500 bp for the short and large insert libraries, 
respectively, using the 2,100 Agilent Bioanalyzer and the 1,200 
DNA chemistry (Agilent Technologies). Sequencing on the PacBio 
RS II platform was done as previously described (Löber et al., 2018), 
using the MagBead Standard protocol, C4 chemistry and P6 poly-
merase on a single v3 Single-Molecule Real-Time (SMRT) cell with 
1 × 180 min movie for each library (a total of four libraries—Adapter 
Ligation Group: short and long insert libraries and Non-Adapter 
Ligation Group: short and long insert libraries). The reads from the 
insert sequence were processed within the SMRT®Portal browser 
(minimum full pass = 1; and a minimum predicted accuracy of 90).
2.1 | Blunt-end SMRTbell DNA library 
construction and PacBio sequencing using 
Illumina adapters
The same fragmented koala extract above was used to build a blunt-
end high-throughput sequencing DNA library. Library construction 
was based on the general principal developed for blunt-end library 
construction (Margulies et al., 2005), which was later modified using 
Illumina adapters and is one of the standard protocols for generating 
Illumina libraries (Meyer & Kircher, 2010). The following modifica-
tions were made to the previously described Illumina adaptation: 
(a) All SPRI bead purification steps were substituted with spin column 
modifications (QIAquick PCR purification kits; Qiagen), (b) a final 
adapter concentration of 1 µM was used to build the libraries—the 
same concentration as the Adapter Ligation Group (c), the fill-in re-
action procedure was performed at 65°C for 20 min, (d) all columns 
were incubated at 37°C for 5 min prior to elution and (e) the final 
purification following the fill-in reaction was omitted (Gansauge 
et al., 2017). Successive SIP steps followed the same procedures 
outlined above including blunt ending, inter-molecular circulariza-
tion and amplification using the same LTR primers and conditions. 
A circularization concentration of 0.8 ng/µl (40 ng total DNA input) 
was used as it was previously determined to be the optimal liga-
tion concentration for the sample. The blunt-end DNA library with 
Illumina adapters was subsequently built into a PacBio sequencing 
library as described above.
2.2 | Bioinformatic analysis
2.2.1 | Calculating KoRV sequence enrichment
A KoRV reference database was created by downloading the ge-
nomes of KoRV-A (KF786280) which is known to endogenize in the 
koala genome and KoRV-B (KC779547) which is the exogenous KoRV 
variant with highest prevalence. All four datasets were searched for 
KoRV. All ‘Reads of Insert’ were aligned to the KoRV references 
using megablast (Altschul et al., 1990) with default settings.
KoRV positive Reads of Insert were aligned to the NCBI nt data-
base (NCBI-GenBank Flat File Release 220.0) using megablast with 
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e-value restriction of 10–5. Results were visualized using KronaTools 
(Ondov et al., 2011). The same alignment and visualization process 
was applied to sequences, determined as off-target reads, which 
could not be aligned to KoRV.
2.2.2 | Adapter search
All Reads of Insert were separately aligned to KoRV domains (LTR, gag, 
pol, env), primer sequences and adapter sequences (BLASTn). Adapter 
sequences were validated by a minimum alignment length of 25/30 bp, 
25/33 bp, 25/34 bp, depending on the length of the oligonucleotides 
used to construct each adapter. Primer sequences were validated by a 
minimum alignment length of 15/20 bp. Eight major groups of struc-
tural variants of SIP reads were constructed and evaluated by counting 
the occurrence of distinct motives described in Figure 4.
3  | RESULTS
3.1 | Development and testing of SIP
This study is a companion paper to a previously published study (Löber 
et al., 2018), in which SIP was applied to a zoo koala and compared to 
the koala reference genome to determine the number of shared versus 
unique integrations between the two koalas. The data generated have 
been deposited in the National Centre for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI) Sequence Read Archive (SRA; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
sra/; accession no. SRS2321692). This study focuses on SIP’s effective-
ness as a tool for unknown flanking sequence characterization. It also 
presents novel data on blunt-end adapter ligation efficiencies used in 
DNA library construction employed across various omics methods.
A visual summary of SIP is presented in Figure 1. The method 
requires the initial circularization of fragmented blunt-ended koala 
DNA, followed by targeted amplification of KoRV using primers 
to the long terminal repeat (LTR) and the polymerase gene (pol; 
Figure S1). SIP provides an alternative to previously described meth-
ods in a simplified workflow (Figure 2). This enables the dual char-
acterization of a known sequence, for example, a mobile genetic 
element, and unknown flanking sequence on the studied genome 
through long-read high-throughput sequencing.
The development of an optimized workflow for SIP required the 
testing of several experimental conditions in order to (a) establish 
the optimal inverse PCR condition requirements and (b) implement 
controls. Pooled triplicates of circularized koala gDNA were used as 
template for SIP. TapeStation readings of inverse PCR products indi-
cated the presence of large peaks beyond the size of the initial frag-
mented gDNA. Optimization of the SIP cycling conditions, including 
a reduction of the polymerase extension times and the number of 
PCR cycles (data not shown), reduced the formation of these arte-
facts. We hypothesize this was due to over amplification of a re-
duced amount of starting template, which resulted in the formation 
of large DNA concatamers.
Three controls were established to monitor SIP's performance 
(Figure 2). Control 1 consisted of a non-template circularization blank 
to monitor the introduction of DNA contamination at the circulariza-
tion step. The assessment consisted of taking Control 1 through the 
whole experimental workflow. Control 2 consisted of a non-template 
control of the inverse PCR reaction for each gradient and group. 
TapeStation assessments of purified products from Controls 1 and 2 
resulted in no visible amplification products, thereby confirming the 
absence of DNA contamination. Control 3 consisted of fragmented 
blunt-ended koala gDNA. TapeStation readings displayed some minor 
observable amplification peaks, suggesting that un-circularized (linear) 
DNA could be amplified with primers in the inverse orientation. 
Standard PCR amplification could occur if more than one LTR is located 
on the same fragmented DNA molecule, on either the same provirus or 
across different proviruses. Non-circularized DNA may also be primed 
by a single PCR primer to produce amplicon products through a linear 
(non-exponential) amplification (Figure S2).
3.2 | Library length distribution, KoRV sequence 
enrichment and off target enrichment
Central to SIP′s application is the intra-molecular circularization 
of the 5′ and 3′ ends of a DNA molecule. An important considera-
tion of this process is that upon circularization, the ends of the 
DNA molecule will be obscured and may complicate analysis. To 
circumvent this issue, we tested the effect of adding an adapter 
by dividing the experiment into two groups (an Adapter Group and 
a Non-Adapter Group) to compare the eventual performance be-
tween the two (Figures 1 and 2). The premise behind the Adapter 
Group was to mark the sheared boundaries of the blunt-ended 
DNA fragments, important for biological interpretation of inverse 
PCR products.
As an adapted inverse PCR technique, it was initially unclear 
whether intra-molecular circularization of DNA fragments is length 
limited. LTR and pol amplicons from each of the Adapter and Non-
Adapter Groups were first pooled and built into two PacBio libraries. 
Each library was size selected (described as long and short insert 
libraries—refer to Table 2 and Figure S3) using two different length 
cut-offs (refer to methods for details), and to compare the upper 
and lower length limits of the amplified products. As a measure of 
enrichment, all four PacBio sequence datasets were evaluated for 
KoRV-like sequences using BLAST at the nucleotide level. The anal-
ysis showed an exceptionally high enrichment of KoRV-like elements 
compared to off-target non-KoRV reads. Especially notable were 
the non-adapter long and non-adapter short datasets, which yielded 
total KoRV enrichment rates of 94% and 95% of all sequenced reads 
respectively (Table 3). In contrast, the adapter (long and short) data-
sets had a lower total enrichment rate of 82% and 63% respectively. 
The highest KoRV enrichment for sequences longer than 1,000 bp 
derived from the two long insert libraries at 96% (non-adapter long) 
and 97% (adapter long). While the shorter datasets displayed a re-
duced enrichment of 58% (non-adapter short) and 77% (adapter 
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short) respectively. The enrichment of KoRV sequences across the 
four datasets exhibited a mean alignment length between 1,111 and 
2,396 bp. As expected, the longest KoRV homologous sequences 
were identified in the adapter long (9,864 bp), and the non-adapter 
long (9,590 bp) insert libraries. Our results indicate that the intra- 
circularization process can readily produce sequenceable amplicons 
of interest nearing 10 kb in length.
A breakdown of the off-target (non-KoRV) sequences (Supplemental 
Files 1–4) visualized using Krona (Ondov et al., 2011) showed that from 
51% to 68% of the non-KoRV sequences from the four datasets showed 
high similarity to the Tammar wallaby Notamacropus eugenii (Renfree 
et al., 2011); the closest related species to the koala with an assembled 
reference genome. The second largest fractions (16%–28%) matched 
the koala genome Phascolarctos cinereus (Johnson et al., 2018). Overall, 
between 79% and 84% of off-target reads were similar to wallaby or 
koala sequences. In addition, approximately 6%–10% of the sequences 
could be assigned to other eukaryotes, notably extant marsupials such 
as the Tasmanian devil, platypus and opossum; while only a fraction of 
F I G U R E  1   Visual representation 
of Sonication Inverse PCR (SIP). 
Abbreviations used in the figure include 
KoRV—koala retrovirus, LTR—long terminal 
repeat, pol—polymerase gene. (a) The 
KoRV provirus, which is integrated into 
the koala genomic DNA, is illustrated with 
typical LTR regions (green box) flanking 
the retroviral genes (blue box). Note: Only 
the approximate location of the pol gene 
(red box) is represented diagrammatically 
for simplicity. (b) Koala genomic DNA was 
fragmented to an average length of 2–7 kb 
using ultrasonication. The fragmented 
DNA was then blunt-end repaired and 
phosphorylated (not depicted). (c) The 
sample was subsequently divided in two; 
a Non-Adapter Group (c1) and an Adaptor 
Group (c2). The Non-Adaptor Group 
was not modified in any way prior to 
circularization, while the Adaptor Group 
had an identical adaptor sequence (yellow 
box) ligated on either end of the DNA 
molecule for assisted interpretation of the 
inverted amplicon sequences following 
circularization and amplification. (d) Both 
the Adaptor and Non-Adaptor Groups 
were circularized resulting in circular DNA 
templates. (e) Circularized DNA templates 
were amplified with two primer sets that 
target the pol and LTR regions of KoRV. 
Circularized templates without these 
primer-binding sites do not amplify.  
(f) Amplified and sequenced products 
were inverted with the primer-binding 
site located on the flanks of the amplicon. 
Two primary types of PCR product were 
generated: (i) PCR products amplified by 
the LTR primers and (ii) PCR products 
amplified by the pol primer
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reads (0%–0.9%) across the four datasets could not be matched to any 
public nucleotide sequence from NCBI. The high amount of off-target 
reads matching genomic DNA from other marsupials than the koala 
might result from the number of sequences represented in the NCBI 
nt database. There are approximately 10-fold more wallaby sequences 
deposited in GenBank than koala sequences despite draft genomes 
for both being deposited and described (Johnson et al., 2018; Renfree 
et al., 2011). Despite a search against the entire NCBI nucleotide da-
tabase, the analysis of the reads yielded no identifiable bacterial se-
quences. A re-analysis of the off-target sequences at the protein level 
displayed a comparable result to that of the nucleotide analysis (data 
not shown).
F I G U R E  2   Experimental workflow of Sonication Inverse PCR (SIP) methodology. Abbreviations used in the figure include SIP—Sonication 
Inverse PCR, P—purification, Ŧ—Triplicate reactions, NTC—non-template control, iPCR—inverse Polymerase Chain Reaction. Grey-rounded 
rectangular boxes denote important steps in the workflow, white rectangles represent gradient steps and orange rectangles are controls. 
Workflow: Purified genomic koala DNA was fragmented to an average length of 3–4 kb. The extract was then blunt ended and divided into 
either an Adaptor Group, where an adaptor was ligated on either end of the DNA fragment pool, or a Non-Adaptor Group. A circularization 
gradient of total DNA was then used to test self-ligation efficiency for both groups. Inverse PCR was performed on all gradient points for 
both groups using two different sets of primers (LTR and pol) and the purified amplicons were measured on the TapeStation. Three criteria 
were used from the TapeStation profiles to assess the optimal amplification gradient from each group for PacBio sequencing (yellow 
hexagon). Three controls were used throughout the experiment. Control 1: A non-template water control was run all the way through the 
experimental workflow starting from the circularization procedure. This control was used to monitor for DNA contamination from the 
circularization step. Control 2: A second non-template water control was run during the inverse PCR step and was used to monitor DNA 
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3.3 | Blunt-end adapter ligation efficiency and 
blunt-end DNA library adapter ligation experiment
We first assessed the ligation efficiency of the adapter in the four stand-
ard SIP datasets (adapter and non-adapter—long and short libraries). As 
expected, no adapter sequences were identified in either of the two 
datasets without adapters. However, adapter ligation enrichment for the 
two datasets with adapters was low, with the highest percentage of fil-
tered reads with two adapters occurring in the adapter long dataset (4%), 
while the adapter short dataset had an adapter ligation efficiency of 2%. 
Therefore, the majority of reads (approximately 86%–90%) in both stand-
ard adapter SIP datasets did not contain any adapter sequences (Table 4).
Dataset
Library information as 
per bioanalyzer











3,500 16 9,591 2,348
Non-adapter (short 
insert library)
1,600 15 6,632 1,083
Adapter (long insert 
library)
3,500 16 9,865 2,176
Adapter (short insert 
library)
1,600 16 6,293 1,256
TA B L E  2   General DNA library 
information








Total <100 bp >1,000 bp
% KoRV-like 
enrichment (total)
% KoRV-like  
enrichment (>1,000 bp) Mean Maximum
Non-adapter (long 
insert library)
28,983 27,367 136 26,368 94 96 2,396 9,590
Non-adapter (short 
insert library)
31,794 30,054 365 17,540 95 58 1,111 4,972
Adapter (long insert 
library)
24,076 19,663 91 19,118 82 97 2,302 9,864
Adapter (short insert 
library)
26,910 16,841 64 13,021 63 77 1,321 6,292




Filtered reads with 
two adapters
Filtered reads with >2 
adapters
Filtered reads with no 
adapters
Filtered reads with 
other configurationsd 
Totalb  Percentagec  Totalb  Percentagec  Totalb  Percentagec  Totalb  Percentagec 
Non-adapter (long 
insert library)
27,060 0 0 0 0 27,060 100 0 0
Non-adapter (short 
insert library)
28,329 0 0 0 0 28,329 100 0 0
Adapter (long insert 
library)
22,730 455 2 270 1.19 21,818 95.99 187 0.82
Adapter (short insert 
library)
25,600 182 0.71 244 0.95 24,878 97.18 296 1.16
Blunt-end DNA library 18,327 4,426 24.2 562 3.07 10,745 58.63 2,584 14.1
aTotal number of reads that passed filtering criteria. 
bTotal number of filtered reads with adapters or no adapter sequences. 
cPercentage of reads normalized to 10,000 with adapters or no adapter sequences. 
dTotal filtered reads with other adapter configurations. For example reads with two identical adapters 
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The data from the two standard SIP datasets with the incorpo-
ration of an adapter (long and short insert libraries) suggest that 
blunt-end adapter ligation is an inefficient process and prompted 
us to test the efficiency of blunt-end Illumina adapter ligation 
(P5 and P7) through creation of a Single Molecule Real-Time 
(‘SMRTbell’) DNA library. A blunt-end DNA library was generated 
from sheared koala gDNA using a variation of the Meyer & Kircher 
protocol (Meyer & Kircher, 2010). The blunt-end DNA library was 
then subjected to the same circularization and KoRV LTR inverse 
PCR priming procedures as previously described. Importantly, the 
experimental approach amplifies circularized KoRV-blunt-end-
DNA-library template regardless of whether Illumina blunt-end 
adapters are ligated to the ends of the DNA molecule (Figure 3). 
By priming the PCR in the KoRV LTRs, a comparative count of the 
F I G U R E  3   Blunt-end DNA library 
adaptor ligation experimental workflow. 
(a) Blunt-end DNA library build: (1) 
Genomic koala DNA, represented by the 
black lines with arrows, was sonicated to 
an average length of 3–4 kb. The KoRV 
provirus (green box represents the LTR 
region, while the blue box represents 
internal KoRV genes gag, env and pol), 
which is integrated into the koala 
genome, was also fragmented. (2) The 
sheared genomic DNA was repaired and 
blunt ended. (3) Two different adaptors, 
Illumina P5 and P7, constructed from two 
different oligonucleotides (IS1 and IS3 or 
IS2 and IS3) were ligated to the ends of 
the blunted molecules. Adaptor ligation 
was not completely efficient and resulted 
in DNA templates with either none, one 
or two adaptors ligated to each DNA 
molecule. (4) A fill-in reaction repaired 
nicks and filled in the lagging adaptor 
strands. (b) SIP Procedure: (5) The DNA 
library was phosphorylated (indicated 
by a P), which added 5′ phosphate and 
3′ hydroxyl groups. (6) Inter-molecular 
circularization of the DNA library 
ensues. Note: The circles represent 
double-stranded DNA. The reaction will 
circularize all DNA library molecules, 
regardless of the number of adaptors 
ligated to the distal ends (adapters are 
denoted by a red line within the circle). 
(7) The circularized library was amplified 
using inverted KoRV LTR primers. Only 
circularized template with a KoRV LTR 
could amplify, irrespective of whether P5/
P7 adaptors were ligated at the ends of 
the DNA libraries. LTR primed amplicons 
were then built into SMRTbell DNA 
libraries and sequenced on the PacBio RS 
II platform (not depicted). The numbers of 
reads with and without attached P5/P7 
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enriched KoRV DNA molecules with and without Illumina P5 and 
P7 adapters attached could be calculated. Following, the blunt-end 
DNA library was subsequently converted into a SMRTbell DNA 
library, thereby incorporating both blunt-end Illumina adaptors and 
SMRTbell adapters, for sequencing on the PacBio RS II platform. An 
analysis of the sequence data from the blunt-end-SMRTbell DNA 
library dataset indicated that only 24% of the reads had two adapter 
sequences in the correct orientation (Table 4). In contrast, 59% of 
reads had no adapters, 3% of reads had more than two adapters 
and 14% had the same adapter attached. Overall, approximately 
76% of the DNA within a blunt-end DNA library is therefore not 
sequenceable; lacking the primer binding site for sequencing due to 
F I G U R E  4   Identified structural variants of SIP sequences. Structural sequence variants identified in five SIP datasets are shown 
(structures a–h). The percentage of reads, where 1.00 = 100%, from each structure and for each dataset is indicated from left to right 
(adapter long, adapter short, non-adapter long, non-adapter short and the blunt-end SMRTbell DNA library datasets). Expected structures 
were tagged with an asterisk, which were structure (a) for the non-adapter long and non-adapter short experiments and (b) for adapter 
short, adapter long and blunt-end-SMRTbell DNA library (Illumina adapter) ligation experiments. The displayed structures represent 87% 
of the structures observed for the adapter long dataset and, respectively, 81% for adapter short, 91% for non-adapter long, 88% for non-
adapter short and 89% for blunt-end-SMRTbell DNA library (Illumina adapter) dataset. (a) Two primers (either pol or LTR paired) were present 
at the end of the read; no adapter was incorporated, (b) two primers (either pol or LTR paired) were present at the end of the read; two 
adapters were incorporated, (c) two primers (either pol or LTR paired) were present at the end of the read; one adapter was incorporated, 
(d) two primers (either pol or LTR paired) were present at the end of the read; more than two adapters were incorporated, (e) two primers 
(either pol or LTR paired) were present at the end of the read; in addition, more than one internal primer was detected. Such structures were 
concatemers with no adapter incorporated, (f) two primers (either pol or LTR paired) were present at the end of the read; in addition, more 
than one internal primer was detected. Such structures were concatemers; with at least one adapter incorporated, (g) only one primer was 
detected at either end of the read representing linear products; no adapter incorporated, (h) only one primer was detected at either end of 
the read, representing linear products, with at least one adapter incorporated
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the incorrect number of ligated adapters (one or more than two), or 
the non-directional blunt-end ligation of the same adapter to a DNA 
library molecule.
3.4 | SIP structure variations
Bioinformatic analysis of the sequence reads from the five datasets 
(adaptor and non-adaptor—long and short datasets and the blunt-
end-SMRTbell DNA library dataset) revealed eight different DNA 
sequence structures (Figure 4). Structure A, containing two primer 
sequences (either LTR or pol) and no adapters, was the most fre-
quent across all but the blunt-end-SMRTbell DNA library dataset. 
This result is not unexpected given the reduced ligation efficiency 
described. We also investigated the presence of chimeric sequences, 
which may be formed through the ligation of more than one PCR 
product during the inter-circularization step (Figure 4 Structures 
E and F without and with an adapter incorporated respectively). 
Our data suggest that the formation of presumptive chimeric DNA 
products is a rare occurrence, where two of the three datasets (non-
adapter long and the blunt-end-SMRTbell DNA library dataset) with-
out an incorporated adapter (Structure E—Figure 4) contained 1% 
chimeric sequences, while the non-adapter short dataset had a maxi-
mum of 11% chimeric sequences. In contrast, chimeric sequences 
with an adapter sequence ligated (Structure F—Figure 4) were only 
identified in 5% of sequences within the blunt-end-SMRTbell DNA 
library dataset. As a final analysis of molecular structure, we also 
determined the occurrence of single primer amplification of our tar-
get regions across our datasets. This was characterized by identifi-
cation of sequences with a single primer, both without and with a 
ligated adaptor sequence (Figure 4 Structures G and H respectively). 
Linear products were less common compared to inverted sequences 
with two primer sequences, with the highest percentage of linear 
products found in both the non-adapter long and non-adapter short 
datasets (18%). Overall, the sum of linear sequences without and 
with an adapter sequence (Figure 4 Structures G and H) across the 
four datasets was between 14% and 18%. The results indicate that 
circularization of the fragmented DNA and subsequent inverse PCR 
was efficient enabling the preferential (exponential) amplification of 
circularized DNA versus (non-exponential) linear DNA.
4  | DISCUSSION
Starting from a limited amount of known sequence to identifying 
the sequences flanking it, is a challenge relevant to many analyses 
(Table 1). One common application is the identification of viral and 
mobile element (transposons, retrotransposons) integration sites 
across a host genome, which is central to understanding integra-
tion preferences and the biological effects of such integrations. 
This is particularly important when processing multiple samples in 
parallel where lack of prior enrichment would drastically increase 
the subsequent bioinformatic analysis. While several relevant 
short-read high-throughput molecular techniques exist to study 
these processes (Brotherton et al., 2008; Gabriel et al., 2009; Huang 
et al., 2009; Maricic et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2002, 2007; Uren 
et al., 2009), an adaptation of long-read inverse PCR holds several 
benefits. Sonication-based fragmentation (step 1) enables the ran-
dom cleavage of DNA across a genome and therefore does not bias 
the recovery of integration sites in the way that using restriction 
site digestion does. It is also flexible by allowing optimization of 
DNA fragment size generation. In contrast, random fragmentation 
complicates breakpoint analysis as the ends of the DNA fragments 
are challenging to identify following circularization. The incorpo-
ration of an adaptor sequence on either end of the fragmented 
DNA (step 2) was designed to abate this issue. This would theo-
retically aid in the biological interpretation of the sheared DNA 
breakpoints and the restructuring of inverted sequence reads. It is 
unclear why ligation efficiency was so low across the standard SIP 
datasets. However, adapter ligation efficiency has been shown to 
vary considerably across different library preparation methods. A 
recent study reported eight of nine commercially available library 
kits had a maximum adapter ligation efficiency no greater than 
30% (Aigrain et al., 2016). Our result on blunt-end ligation effi-
ciency, including those used for generating a blunt-end DNA library 
(adaptable across different sequencing platforms), further exempli-
fies the limitations of these processes. The blunt-end DNA library 
method (with the Meyer & Kircher library modifications; Margulies 
et al., 2005; Meyer & Kircher, 2010) is effective, inexpensive and 
commonly used across genomics studies. However, the low adapter 
ligation efficiency observed and the halving of useable molecules 
due to non-directional ligation of identical adapters will likely impair 
the final complexity of DNA libraries. This is particularly important 
in studies that use degraded or low amounts of template material 
(e.g. DNA from historical museum specimens or from environmen-
tal samples), as the sequence data recovered will not reflect the 
full diversity within a biological sample. Future experiments should 
examine and compare other adapter ligation techniques such as 
those used in ssDNA library construction (Gansauge et al., 2017; 
Gansauge & Meyer, 2013) before performing the intracirculariza-
tion and amplification steps in SIP.
It is not clear how efficient the circularization process is when 
using SIP, and like adapter ligation processes, it is possible that the 
diversity reported is not a true reflection of the full diversity within 
the sample. The analysis of SIP structure variants (Figure 4) indi-
cates that the vast majority of the reads across the four datasets 
(82%–86%) were inverted. While this suggests that the majority of 
the DNA has been circularized, the exponential nature of PCR may 
have masked non-circularized DNA template as well as the (less effi-
cient) amplification of linear DNA. Another important consideration 
is the low amounts of DNA that are suggested in circularization 
protocols and the subsequent effects this may have on rare variant 
detection. To minimize these effects, our experimental workflow in-
corporated several circularization replicates to reduce any potential 
biases and to maximize recovery of unknown flanking integration 
sites. Notwithstanding, SIP yields data of biological relevance as we 
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recently demonstrated by extensively characterizing KoRV integra-
tion sites and comparing the results to the koala reference genome, 
identifying novel recombinant KoRVs (recKoRVs; Hobbs et al., 2017; 
Johnson et al., 2018; Löber et al., 2018). Saturation via viral integra-
tion site recovery was likely reached across our datasets. However, 
integrations that occur in few cells (exogenous retroviruses) may re-
quire deeper sequence depth to identify.
As a PCR-based method, the effectiveness of SIP will be limited 
by both the variability of the primer binding site and the frequency of 
the target sequence being amplified, particularly for long fragment 
amplifications. The inverse orientation of the PCR primers designed 
on the LTR of a retrotransposon or provirus enables concurrent re-
trieval of 5′ and 3′ integration sites, which could be adapted to any 
sequence. Unlike standard PCR methods employed to study mobile 
genetic elements and their flanking integration sites, in SIP, both for-
ward and reverse primers can be anchored in proximity to each other 
thereby eliminating the need to prime the reaction inwards from a 
ligated adapter. Our experiments displayed a total KoRV enrichment 
rate between 63% and 95% for our four standard SIP datasets. Given 
that these libraries were built from the same sample and that PCRs 
were performed in triplicate, it is unlikely that the differences ex-
hibited are a reflection of the variability across the PCR assays, but 
rather the varied workflow as it relates to the incorporation or exclu-
sion of an adapter throughout the experiment.
In the same context, the library generation process employed 
for PacBio sequencing in these experiments limited the mean size of 
our DNA libraries, and consequently, the length of the obtainable se-
quences (Table 2). While there is likely an upper limit to the size of 
circularized products due to steric influences, the analysis of the SIP 
sequences revealed that fragments nearing 10 kb in length (9,865 bp) 
were successfully circularized, amplified and sequenced. This suggests 
that with a varied library preparation procedure and the progression of 
long-read platforms (e.g. PacBio Sequel System and Oxford Nanopore 
MinION), even larger fragments could be enriched and sequenced.
While the repeated LTR region further complicates assembling 
proviral structure from short reads, SIP introduces its own unique 
challenges. Unfortunately, given the adapter ligation process was 
inefficient, restructuring the rearranged inverse PCR sequences 
proved challenging. No approach produced consistent results, due 
to duplication of LTRs, low complexity regions within the insertion 
sites and various unknown structural rearrangements likely due to 
viral recombination. However, one major benefit of the coupling of 
SIP with long-read sequencing was that the majority of integration 
sites were linked to either gag or env genes of the provirus. This 
simplified re-orientation of the reads compared to data from short-
read sequencers.
Despite the challenges listed above, our experiments demon-
strate that SIP is a simple, robust and efficient methodology for 
the analysis of proviral integration sites. While this represents a 
common application, the methodology can be used broadly to 
characterize any unknown sequence flanking a known sequence 
(Table 1). Clinical applications requiring the identification of in-
sertions/deletions or mutations across multiple genomic locations 
are likely to benefit from SIP. In particular, the insertional muta-
genic properties of transposable elements, gene editing technol-
ogies and chromosomal rearrangements caused by malignancies 
could be investigated (Merker et al., 2018). Given the long-read 
length, genes, promotors and enhancers located hundreds to 
thousands of bases from an integration can be studied in detail 
(Bradner et al., 2017). Multiple individuals can be enriched and 
sequenced at high depth efficiently and economically. The anal-
ysis of anti-microbial resistance genes in bacterial genomes, par-
ticularly those representing a small fraction of the microbiome 
and hence, potentially difficult to detect by shotgun sequencing, 
represents another clinical application. Similarly, SIP could also 
be applied to assist with the assembly and annotation of diver-
gent viruses, many of which have genomes within the range of 
PacBio sequencing read lengths (Geldenhuys et al., 2018), as 
well as strain level detection across bacteria and parasites (Kim 
et al., 2016).
Bioinformatic approaches to detect mobile genetic elements 
using short-read sequencing data are based on resequencing, ref-
erence genomes and/or target libraries (Ewing, 2015). However, 
despite the use of sophisticated bioinformatics software, it is 
often impossible to map and even assemble short reads originating 
from genomic regions containing structural variation, repetitive 
sequences and high homology (Mantere et al., 2019). In these con-
texts, the classification of diverse sequences, poorly character-
ized genomic loci and non-model organisms represent additional 
utilities for SIP. While the human genome is arguably the most 
complete mammalian reference genome, these limitations are ex-
emplified here, as previous assemblies have been found to contain 
numerous large gaps (Chaisson et al., 2015). Furthermore, struc-
tural variations such as indels, duplications, inversions and tandem 
repeats remain poorly understood due to the technical limitations 
of the tools used to target and study them. Several of these diffi-
cult to target regions can cause a range of Mendelian diseases and 
can be resolved using SIP or other targeted long-read sequenc-
ing applications (Wang et al., 2015). Taxonomic and phylogenetic 
classification of non-model species is hindered by limited repre-
sentation in public sequence databases, many of which are only 
represented by single gene markers. While this is slowly changing, 
genomic re-arrangements (e.g. in mtDNA genomes) that do not 
follow conventional annotation are not uncommon across various 
wildlife lineages. SIP could be applied in the resolution of these 
structural anomalies, thereby assisting in correctly assigning phy-
logenetic relationships among related species (Chen et al., 2018). 
In like manner, population genetic studies as described by a similar 
study targeting transposable elements is also likely to be relevant 
(Rey-Iglesia et al., 2019). SIP is therefore expected to assist broadly 
across a range of genomic studies and biological disciplines.
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